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Thanks for taking a look at Smart Calling Online during our promotions this week. 

 

If you feel having access to that amount and quality of sales-building material is  
definitely not for you at this point, sorry for the intrusion and have a great weekend!

 

Otherwise,as I was sitting here late Friday afternoon in Arizona watching the Masters, I
couldn't help but think there must be something else I can do to help those who are on the
fence, but just haven’t pulled the trigger yet to get this awesome collection of material.

 

And there is. So here goes.

 

If you were intending to take advantage and haven’t got around to it yet:

Great, here’s the link directly to the cart. Get it done now while you’re thinking about it.  

 

If you want it, but would be more comfortable spreading out your
payments:

Perfectly understandable. You can select a six- or three-pay at this cart page.

 

If you planned on taking one more look before diving in:

Here’s the page with all of the details, the video walkthrough, the listing of the over 1600
individual pieces of sales messaging, and more.  

 

 

NEW! If you want to actually test drive it  

https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/58120/7165d4b6afc47bde/67407586/85cdf90e7e23f0da
https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/58118/fc06864cac207411/67407586/85cdf90e7e23f0da
https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/58116/c6600fe0f3bff2cd/67407586/85cdf90e7e23f0da
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before fully committing:
I know there are some people who would like to take it out for a spin to be sure it’s for them.
That’s why I have just decided to offer this. 

 

So, I invite you to come on in, and look at everything in Smart Calling Online, complete and
unlimited access.  

 

I’ll give you all weekend, and until Monday night to make up your mind.

 

We’ll ask for a grand total of $1 right now, and then if for any reason you feel the material
isn’t amazing and worth many times more than the $397 Grand Opening investment, just
send an email to SmartCalling+Service@Gmail.com with “Cancel Smart Calling Online” and
you won’t be charged, and we’ll still love you the same ;)

 

Otherwise, you’ll be charged the balance of $396. Fair enough?

 

If you’d like to do the $1 Test Drive and get immediate access, click here.

I’ll see you on the inside!
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PS. Don't forget, getting Smart Calling Online not only will give you access to all of this
great sales-building material, it also will qualify you to get into the brand new Smart
Calling exclusive, private Facebook group, opening up April 16. Pick one of the options
above. 
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